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Challenging the Challengers 

Where suspicion fills the air and holds scholars in line for fear of their jobs, there can be 
no exercise of free intellect... . A problem can no longer be pursued with impunity to 
its edges. Fear stalks the classroom. The teacher is no longer a stimulant to adventurous 
thinking; she becomes instead a pipeline for safe and sound information. A deadening 
dogma takes the place of free inquiry. Instruction tends to become sterile; pursuit of 
knowledge is discouraged; discussion often leaves off where it should begin, 

—Iustice William O. Douglas (Dissenting Opinion, United States 
Supreme Court: Adler v, Board of Education, 1952) 

TEACHER VIGNETTE: OVERCOMING SELF-CENSORSHIP 

Lisa Hannon taught first grade at a Catholic school, She had been teaching for 14 years 
and didn’t think of herself as a person who censors books or approves of censorship. 
She did recall picking up books to read to her class and then putting them down 
because of her own discomfort. Lisa owned a copy of Feathers and Fools (Fox, 1989), 
an allegory about war that makes some teachers uneasy because a group of swans and 
a group of peacocks become suspicious of each other and use the weapons they’ve 
collected to kill each other. Lisa had owned the book for quite a while, but never read 
it aloud because of the references to the birds fighting and the mention of blood and 
weapons. While taking a class with Chris Leland that focused on children’s books and 
critical literacy, Lisa decided to take a chance and read Feathers and Fools aloud to her 
first-grade students. The kids had a lively conversation and talked about the violence 
among the birds, but they didn’t connect the meaning of the book to people or war. 
Feathers and Fools ends on a hopeful note—two eggs remain, and the new swan and 
peacock hatchlings focus on their similarities instead of their differences. Lisa’s stu- 
dents noticed the eggs and hatchlings and discussed how they hoped that the “kid” 
birds would do better than the parents and not fight with each other. 

When reading this “troublesome” book aloud to her first graders, the world didn’t 
fall apart, and Lisa realized the discussion they had was really an important one. Had 
she not enrolled in a class where controversial children’s literature was discussed, she 
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might have left the book on the shelf and this important conversation would never 

have happened. The experience of reading Feathers and Fools and other risky books to 

her first graders had such a significant impact on Lisa that she talked to her principal 

about buying more social issues books for the school library. She also volunteered to 

do a webinar on critical literacy for the Archdiocese of Indianapolis. 

Lisa’s story is a familiar one. As we've worked with hundreds of teachers over the 

years, we've heard stories of so many books that seem too violent, too graphic, too 

realistic, or too uncomfortable to read to students. As we discussed in Chapter 4, 

time after time we have found that once the books are read, amazing conversations 

happen. There seems to be a hunger among students to dig deeply and talk about 

important real-life issues. 

PRINCIPLE #1: WHY CENSORSHIP THREATENS DEMOCRACY 

Just as Lisa was uncomfortable using the picture book Feathers and Fools, some teach- 

ers are unsure about reading the chapter book The Great Gilly Hopkins (Paterson, 

1987) with their students. This is a moving book about the seemingly incorrigible 

11-year-old Gilly, who has been placed with one foster family after another until she 

goes to live with the Trotters. It won the Newbery Honor Book prize, the National 

Book Award for Children’s Literature, Best of the Best Children’s Books, and at least 

nine other awards. What charms readers most is gum-chewing Gilly’s bold, angry, 

irreverent, and eventually lovable character. 

Challenged and Banned Books 

A few years back, Mitzi Lewison found herself on a school district committee that 

was reviewing a parent’s request to have The Great Gilly Hopkins taken off school 

shelves. The complaint was similar to the scores of challenges to this book that made 

it one of the 100 most challenged books in the country for two decades (American 

Library Association, 2022d).The complaint focused on the use of “profanity” by Gilly 

(hell and damn were artfully used to show Gilly’s anger and frustration) and the 

“low moral standard” in the books (Gilly talking back to adults). The theme is one of 

transformation, allowing readers to witness the diminishing of Gilly’s anger and the 

change in her language and attitudes toward her troubling situation as a child who 

was dumped into the foster care system by her mother. In Mitzi’s case, the school 

board took the committee’s recommendation and did not ban the book. 

Unfortunately, this was not the case in many schools and libraries across the coun- 

try. For example, The Great Gilly Hopkins was banned in school libraries in Albemarle 

County, Virginia. Here the school board convened a panel of educators who recom- 

mended that the book remain on the shelves, similar to what happened in the district 

where Mitzi worked. But in Albemarle County, “the school superintendent ordered it 

removed anyway” (Staples, 1996, p. 2). In a response to the Albemarle County School 

Board, Katherine Paterson (the book’s author) wrote, “Though Gilly’s mouth is a very 

mild one compared to that of many lost children, if she had said ‘fiddlesticks’ when 

frustrated, readers could not have believed her” (Deming, 2012, unpaged).   
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Paterson’s words were echoed in the voices of “at-risk” 
when Laura Robb (1992) read the b 
impact that Gilly had on her studerte aloud to them 

seventh and eighth graders 
. Robb describes the deep 

Keysha, i illy’ ysha, in a letter to Gilly’s mother, chastised Courtney for abandoning her daughter 
Keysha’ ing i i the s apeling is as she wrote it originally]. “If you had any sence, you would kn 

ie cone . a young girl s heart, somethings thats hard to replac ” she wrote Gil 
eep, responsive chord within these troubled adolescents and helped 

them to talk and write about po fy : 

book. (Robb, 1992, p. 2) powerful feelings. They begged me to read another Paterson 

So book wa way worry about The Great Gilly Hopkins being banned? It’s an old 
pook a wey © worry because there are scores of books being challenged and 
panned ea year n 000 there were 273 attempts to ban books (American Librar 
ssociatic brave an: this number reflects only incidents that were reported The 

ssociation estimates that up to 85 ; percent of 
library materials receive no media attention and remain unreported (Doyle Meio, 

  
BE ae Sefton districts have policies and guidelines that must be 

a wi i 
* ed if a book is challenged. Be aware of these policies,     
  

T . . he following elementary and middle school books have appeared on five recent 

Picture Books 

And Tango Makes Three (Richa rdson & Parnell, 2 
1 Am Jazz (Herthel & Jennings, 2014) 208") 
A Day in the Life of Marlon Bund. i , o (Twiss, 2018 
Prince & Knight (Haack, 2018) 
This Day in June (Pittman, 2014) 
Nasreen’s Secret School:.A True Story from Afghanistan (Winter, 2009) 

Chapter Books 

George (Gino, 2017) 
The Absolute True Dia j ry of a Part-Time I i 
This One Summer (Tamaki, 2014) me Indian (Alexie, 2007) 
Harry Potter series (Rowling, 1999-2007) 
Captain Underpants series (Pilkey, 1997-201 8) 
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In this list, six of the 1] titles are picture books like And Tango Makes Three, which 

is based on a true story of two male penguins in New York City’ x Fre (Holt. 

that raise a baby penguin on their own. Similarly, the book Jacorst ew Dress (How 

man & Hoffman, 2014) is based on the authors’ experience wit nee pungest Som 

This book was read in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools fr 0 i ee 

tion Month. A conservative group found out about the use of le “ . nd veal 

got it removed from the schools (Marchal, 2017) . This banning 

controversy in North Carolina on both sides of the issue. 

A New Wave of Censorship 

Recently there has been a wave of right-leaning state legislatures passing bili that cen 

sor curriculum and books that might make students feel uncom ° a 2 Rnablican 

i ny other concept that could make a child feel uneasy. In m , fora toon 

State Representative Matt Krause emailed district superintendents a ist ° iene 

that he wanted banned from school library shelves. Governor Crees Abb oe 

education officials to investigate “criminal activity in out pe ne 8 ve 

the availability of pornography” (Powell, 2021). In a suburb of Da eo oe eve 

School Board reprimanded a “fourth-grade teacher—a former teach oe yee 

after parents complained that their oie prove home a classroo 

i ” ell, 2021, unpaged). 

ee that nae beinw ssken off library shelves, not iust in Texas but across 

redominately about marginalized in ividuals an muni 

Otmenen, 2021), An article in Publisher's Weekly described how targeted ae ina 

school district in York, PA included books such as i Am Ma a oe es The Te 

up for Education and Changed the World (Yousafzai, 2013), | i a ‘ 1), and 

Story of Four Black Women and the Space Race (Shetterly wit. oy ‘ ae aos is 

Little Legends: Exceptional Men in Black History (farrison, . ae era 

those books, and almost all of the books that were banned, are in ome thn ee 

So teas otto LoBTe te See Inshore eu that feature characters 

TE eh ventana beyond White mainstream narratives are being labeled as 

ivisi ioti ing open to censure. 

SATE eee en of awe brea books is widespread, so is esistan by oe 

dents, parents, librarians, and teachers. The airwaves and print media ate Bi owe 

tories about students similar to this one from CNN: “Pennsy. a eo ralhan & 

Reverses Ban on Books by Authors of Color After Students Foush ack shat & 

Reilly, 2021). A group of librarians in Texas started the vee om ipa 

su port other librarians who fight back against challenges ° vo on tae equal 

ity, and sexuality. They publicized the positive impact these oct ‘ave on st a 

nd created a hotline for librarians to report when books ave ° re a 

lib shelves without going through the process outlined in schoo voard regu meee 

(Chavez et al., 2021). In York, PA, Kansas City, MO, and other vs cies, pane 

community members promote diversity by creating litte Benene Pras a 

ocal sc , ; 

oe sot) lathe Winter 3021-2022 issue of Rethinking Schools, Rachel Cohen 
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documented the inspiring stories of teachers n 
barriers to racial justice teachin 
idarity, organizing rallies, supp 
and doubling down on their o 

ationwide who have been fighting back 
g by “standing up to register their resistance and sol- 

orting school board candidates who reject these bills, 
wn efforts to learn and teach about race” (p. 16). 

  

Kid Quotes About Banned Books from the New York Times 

“Lam frustrated that people are limiting the books kids can read in school.’— Naomi Ortiz (2022, age 11) 
“In Florida they are trying to make a law that could ban books for bringing up stuff like the L.G.B.T.Q, topics, which I don’t think is OK.”—Meera Carroll 
(2022, age 11) 
“T think children should have the ri 
Molly Friedman (2022, age 11) 
“We should be able to read whatever we want .. . because it will make us real- ize what’s happening and make a change in the world.”—Giovana Artese Baker (2022, age 11) 

ght to read any book they find intriguing.”— 

  ax 

In Indiana, the House passed HB1134, which jeopardized teachers’ freedom to teach about race and racism. It required all materials and books used in class to be posted online for inspection by parents, who were encouraged to report anything that would make their child feel “uncomfortable” around instruction about race and racism, sex and sexism, and other “divisive” concepts. The bill also restricted schools from requiring students or employees to participate in training on diversity, equity, and inclusion. This, of course, would have a disproportionate impact on Black, Brown, and Indigenous People and Students of Color (Skiba, 2022). Teacher, community, civil rights, and university faculty groups responded with strong activist organizing and protest. In the end the Indiana Senate killed the House Bill. 
We absolutely understand that another version of HB1134 will probably arise in the future and the valiant efforts of students, parents, librarians, and teachers will not hold off all attacks on what our students can read and learn about. That said, working in collaboration with others is a Proven way to combat some of the repressive mea- sures that will continue to arise in local school boards and state legislatures, Beyond the current wave of partisan censorship, there has always been a “type of censorship that involves books quietly disappearing from libraries” (Hill, 2010; Sta- ples, 1996). Adults can simply walk into a library and pull a book off the shelf. This Preemptive censorship (Hartsfield & Kimmel, 202 1) and the self-censorship we exer- cise as teachers is something to look at closely. 

  

Self-Censorship in Classrooms 

In a study comparing how middle school teachers and students reacted to reading and discussing I Hadn’t Meant to Tell You This (Woodson, 1994), Freedman and Johnson (2001) give us a comprehensive view of teacher self-censorship of books and how it 
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can silence and shortchange students. This book is the story of two girls who form an 

unlikely friendship—a White, poor, abused girl and a Black, popular, suburban girl— 

both without mothers. The book includes issues of friendship, racism, child abuse, 

class prejudice, abandonment, hope, and courage. The book has won many awards 

including the “Coretta Scott King Honor Book, ALA Best Book for Young Adults, 

ALA Notable Book, a Booklist Editor's Choice, and a Hornbook Fanfare” (Freed- 

man & Johnson, 2001, p. 359). 

The 15 female teachers and 11 middle school girls who read and discussed this 

book in separate groups all enjoyed the book. They understood and remarked about 

the power of the story, made personal connections to characters, and alluded to the 

importance of discussing current societal issues including racism, classism, and the 

compelling dilemmas adolescent girls encounter. Although both groups were deeply 

touched by the book, their responses differed. The girls saw the book as helpful to 

understanding the difficult and troubling issues that affect their own lives. For exam- 

ple, one girl noted: 

This book makes me think in a lot of ways. Look on the inside, not just on the outside. 

And it’s just saying that it doesn’t matter what color you are to have friends. About 

Blacks and Whites, I think they’re saying there’s always going to be that little wall, and 

so how are we going to break it? And I think they broke it right there by standing up for 

their friendship. I think friendship is more important than color. (p. 362) 

Although the teacher group also found the book compelling, Freedman and Johnson’s 

study demonstrates the “self-censorship paradox.” The teachers showed a keen aware- 

ness of the pedagogical power literature has to engage young people in deliberate 

questioning, genuine dialogue, and critical reflection, yet their feelings of insecurity 

pressured them into opting for a less provocative piece (p. 358). All the teachers 

except one said they wouldn’t use the book because it was too controversial, that 

they lacked or were unsure of support from their administrators, and that although 

the topic of sexual abuse was discussed in school, it would be a problem if it were 

presented in a novel. 

Freedman and Johnson are clear that, “the practice of simply substituting a less 

controversial book solves nothing. . . . As teachers, we must take our professional 

responsibilities seriously and make proactive decisions on behalf of our students” 

(p. 368). We strongly agree, but we also realize the pressure teachers are under when 

laws forbid them to use certain books, One proven way to fight book challenges is to 

work together with colleagues, community organizations, professional associations, 

and teacher study groups. In York County, PA, a district diversity committee created a 

list of hundreds of books and other materials to help teach about diversity and racial 

issues. A group of parents objected saying these materials would indoctrinate or make 

White kids feel guilty. The school board banned everything on the list. Teachers, stu- 

dents, and parents were outraged. They held daily protests, wrote letters to newspa- 

pers, and read parts of the books on social media platforms. This drew lots of media 

attention and the school board lifted the freeze. “The York ban was largely symbolic: 

None of the listed books had been removed from school libraries and teachers already 
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using them were not affected (Nierenberg 
than ever to become involved in the politi, sof eduction more important now cs of education. 
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Help If a Book or Other Media Is Challenged 

If i Mou de ave Problems with censorship at your school, there are a number of 
e helpful. Text Box 9.1 presents a variety of useful resources ° 

Text Box 9.1 Resources for Book Challenges | 
° fon ous Coalition Against Censorship (2021): Kids Right to Read Action Ki. for Stu frais and Parents. This student-friendly publication contains infor. meld at censors ip and practical ideas on how to respond to challenges 

advocacy” ti ook.cessoechie tee ps and sample letters, http://ncac.org/resource/ 

Anerican Library Association (2022b): Intellectual Freedom: Issues and eee site contains a earth of resources including an Office of 
eedom that is availab i ion. www. 

slo on/advon inns ailable for assistance and consultation. . 
. . . renee Council i Teachers of English (2022): NCTE Intellectual Free 

er. In addition to materials and ksh hodine arin ade workshops, NCTE has added a 
ponding to book : 

nteanllecta-feedomcente ook challenges. https://ncte.org/resources/ 

an rican Library Association (2022a): Banned Books Week. This website a everything a fcaches needs to call attention to Banned Book Week 
including free downloads, display i i ideas on pow to involve authors. wwwlaonbhnte materials ook and Periodical Council of Canada (2022) : When th 

peveoped for teachers and librarians on how to deal with come mes eedomtoread.ca/resources/when-the-censor-comes/ “ 

and 

= 

Hartsfield and Kimmel (2021) make a str i i inci guide teachers’ classroom book choices, They note: 1 esing selection principles to 

Applyin i inci peel y Fenn Principles puch as a book’s relevance to the curriculum suitability 
eeds of students, and inclusion of dive ive educators avoid preemptive censorship when choosing books p.420) can Belp
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PRINCIPLE #2: EVEN TROUBLESOME BOOKS HAVE POTENTIAL 

Jerry Harste was gleeful when he found a particularly obnoxious book written in the 

1970s called I’m Glad I’m a Boy! I’m Glad I'm a Girl! (Darrow, 1970). The book is 

filled with stereotypical illustrations and text such as “Boys can be policemen. Girls 

can be meter maids.” When Jerry reads this book to classes, or better yet, has a male 

read the “boy” pages and a female read the “girl” pages, he is greeted with booing and 

hissing. What’s interesting to us is that many important conversations about gender 

issues in children’s literature spring up after reading this book. Questions like Is it 

really better now? and What groups are still being stereotyped? open up new inquiries 

for the class. 
We hold “the more books the better” philosophy. With this stance comes the 

possibility of using books that are especially disturbing—those old sexist and racist 

books that we occasionally still find stuck in a back cupboard of a classroom or on 

the shelves of our libraries. We have found these books have the potential to start 

important conversations that might never occur if we hadn’t dragged them off the 

shelf, So instead of self-censoring these texts, we now collect them for use with 

students. 
Against popular wisdom, we believe that nearly all books, even books like I’m Glad 

I'm a Boy! I’m Glad I’m a Girll, belong in classrooms. What’s critical is how we use 

these books. If they are read and never interrogated for stereotypes or hurtful descrip- 

tions, school becomes a place where racism, sexism, and many other “isms” are simply 

reproduced. On the other hand, when we only use books that have been evaluated 

as “stereotype free,” students never get the‘chance to spot, discuss, and challenge 

representations that privilege certain groups while marginalizing others. By engaging 

students in strategies that help them read with a critical edge (see Chapter 5) we have 

seen many young people become critical consumers of books, TV, and other media. 

With this in mind, we believe that even troublesome books have potential to be useful 

resources in our classrooms. 

An American book, Everyone Poops (Gomi, 1993) and its British version, Everybody 

Poos (Gomi, 2012) are about bodily waste and defecation, starting with an elephant 

and moving to a host of creatures including humans. Many of us have witnessed simi- 

lar situations to what Mitzi Lewison saw one day in a second-grade classroom. A small 

group of youngsters was in the back corner of the classroom snickering over what they 

believed to be an illicit piece of literature. The smart teacher stays away from that cor- 

ner and the “naughty” book eventually gets enjoyed, giggled over, and read repeatedly 

by nearly every child in the class. 

Pulp Fiction for Kids 

It’s worthy to note that although librarians often can’t keep what we call pulp fic- 

tion books, like Goosebumps, on their shelves because the kids love reading them so 

much, many believe these books have no place in the library. Nonetheless, like many 

other teachers, we have seen the incredible power book series like Captain Under- 

pants (Pilkey, 1997-2018), Goosebumps (Stine, 1992-2021), and The Stupids (Allard, 

1977-1989) have on both enthusiastic and less-than-enthusiastic readers.     JF 

ee 
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—_ th . 
longed sone - the sop fen most challenged books: Goosebumps, the rein a rer . , é Stupids, the 26th , , most chal- Association, 20226 2022 ee challenged of all books (American Library 

Children’s literature scholar Perry Nodelman detail when he actually read 18 Goos abuts books s some of the surprises he found 

Here’s my experience of Goosebumps. | got interested in piece last summer about best-sellin b - ooks. I fi equaled the fifteen next most popular Sweet junk. I found some undeniably simp! 
ingenious situations—many borrowed 

them after I read that NY Times 
at any series whose sale s almost Series was worthy of my attention. ] expected real ps ic writing and characterization, but some very om adult films and novels, (Nodelman, 1995) 

We love the way Nodelma n really digs deeper and { the Goosebumps series rather than just dismissing it as. a * what draws students to In his book, The Hidden Adult, Nodelman (2008) theorizes how both Goosebump s books and award wi i winners like the Newbery b intai themes, and structures that are typical st bck eantain the ciaacters plots 
in most books in the chi refs 312- in the children’s | 

ae series a) Other scholars have agreed with Nodelman. Nuttin (2013. rites 
th ever goes too heavy or serious; the child protagonist 6 . ) writes, 

reats are almost always supernatural Sonists never die, and the 
eats ar 

events that couldn’t really h ” L. Stine was asked why so many kids get into Goosebumps. He noted: 

chink Kids like ruming to the Goosebu y kn hat th 

get. It's a world they know, they know it’s goj Ow what they're going ; 1 going to be cree going to be twists and turns. But they also know the story’s ol ee ‘ow there are (McKerrow, 2019, unpaged) Boing to have a happy ending. 

mps series because the 

as much as they want to read Goosebumps or Captai 

  

oe Let kids read the books they love. A love of readin . first step to reading great literature. g is always the 

Not All Books Are Equal: Starting Important Conversations 
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to books like brown girl dreaming (Woodson, 2014). This quality literature serves as a 
backdrop or criterion from which kids can engage in text analysis the way Nodelman 
did in his study of Goosebumps books. 

As an example, we present Lori Norton-Meier’s story of how her kindergarten 
class analyzed one of the books from a set they ordered with book money from the 
school’s parent/teacher association (2009). The class ordered The Story Box book set, 
because it contained a book they loved, Mrs. Wishy-Washy (Cowley, 1980), When 
the books came, Norton-Meier spilled them on the rug to the oooohs and aaaaahs of 
the children gathered around in a circle. She picked up one of the books, The Bicycle 
(Cowley, 1991), and started reading. “The clown got on and the lady got on, and 
the boy got on, and the girl got on, and the bear got on...” (Norton-Meier, 2009, 
p. 189). Norton-Meier described the unusual silence that followed her reading, and 
how both she and the children were stunned by the mind-numbing quality of the 
text. “Then Jeffrey pop[ped] to his knees, and, with his hands firmly planted on his 
hips, exclaim[ed], ‘Now, wasn’t that a crappy piece of literature!?’ ” (p. 189). 

This started an amazing conversation among the kindergartners about how “crappy” 
is a perfect way to describe the book, how awful it was, how it didn’t have a good end- 
ing, and how nothing happened in the text. One child queried, “It doesn’t really have 
a happy ending—or a sad ending—does it have an end?” (p. 189). This moved the con- 
versation away from simply talking about how terrible the book was to digging deeply 
and analyzing why it was so disappointing and what the author might have done to 
make it better. The kids talked about how it reminded them of other books they 
read and liked, but these other books had plots (our words not theirs)—and some- 
thing actually happened in the story. They talked about how maybe the author didn’t 
use enough words to include a plot. Meier-Norton describes the variety of responses 
students had from reading The Bicycle, including “an emotional response (crappy lit- 
erature), a critique about the structure of text, a comparison of two texts, and a 
wondering about how the text could be more intriguing to the audience” (p. 192). 
Norton-Meier attributes the presence of some crappy literature in her classroom as an 
impetus to her students becoming better readers, responders, and critics, 

  
\eweet, With enough reading and conversation, even our youngest readers 
y can analyze books and know what makes a good story. 

    
  

But if Norton-Meier had only read “crappy” books to her class and had not spent 
lots of time discussing quality literature with students, the incredible conversations 
around The Bicycle probably would have never taken place. So, from our perspective, 
bring on the books—all books, any books, but make sure to create spaces where stu- 
dents know a good book when they hear it or read it and can talk about what makes 
it a good one. We believe important conversations can start as a response to any book 
as long as the foundation of our literature program helps students appreciate good 
literature and gives them many occasions to try on the identity of a critical reader.     
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tim, we might be tempted to belie e€ that if e€ have main! award winnin 
=“ & 

. . 

designed to “stimula te recreational read; i Libra ; ing among middle-school] ” ; the Ameen 2022) and is chosen by a committee comiposed oF a, Uiciana eration Sen n tor Indiana Media Educators, a subgroup of the Ind; he ers of ; ents who read five or more books on the list get to vote fe they Fed 
Lewison, 2009). 

Because the current YHBA list did not contain many titles th a 

Award for literature th i at depicts the Mexi : African- . exican-American experie i of the disihiha authors a illustrators, Schneider Award for antiste mand for io. xPetience). Students worked duri i *pression : ee specific book awards and to design a a ed heir anbuter lab time to 
: a eit own (Heffernan & Lewison, 2009). They ended up studying all kinds of so 

awards and how they affect people. In thi ‘ le Ls book awards and what is their purpose? this chapter, like Lee’s kids, we ask What are  
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Complicating Book Awards 

There are hundreds of book awards given every year. Here we focus on the major chil- 

dren’s book awards or those that we feel are especially important. We have posted 

descriptions of these awards on our website (see Chapter 9, Resources, http//rout- 

ledge.com/cw/leland). This listing on the website is meant to be a reference, a way for 

you to get to know some of the major book awards. We’ve included the criteria for 

each award, so you and your students can interrogate different awards the way Lee’s 

students did. 

  
vege Award-winning books need to be critically examined just as care- 

ve fully as any book in our classroom. 

    
  
Stereotypes in Award Winners 

A complicating issue around awar 

and gender stereotypes. Albers (1996) examined 12 years of Caldecott 

and found the representations of females and people of color to be limited and ste- 

reotyped. Martinez et al. (2016) examined the ethnicities of characters in Caldecott 

medal winners and honor books over the past 25 years. What they found is not 

encouraging. Main characters in these books were 71% White, 19% Black, 4% Asian, 

1% Latino/a, 1% biracial, and 0% Native American (pp. 21-22). They contrasted these 

numbers to current statistics on nonwhite students in U.S. classrooms (51%) and 

projections for future years, which brings the percentage of nonwhite students up 

dramatically (p. 20). 
pical books like 

When we read multiple-perspective Text Sets that include stereoty 

I’m Glad I'm a Boy! I’m Glad I’m a Girl! (Darrow, 1970), we also include books like 

Piggybook (Browne, 1986), and others that challenge commonplace gender represen- 

tations of female characters. Multiple-perspective text sets allow students to examine 

complex questions and develop important insights about how characters are por- 

trayed in books. They can examine questions such as: 

© How are diverse characters (Black, Latinx, Asian, LGBTQ+, poor, rural, etc.) por- 

trayed in each of the books? 

Whose voices are represented most often in these books? Whose are missing? 

What does each author want us to think about the main character? 

Which of the books in this text set would you recommend for frien 

would you recommend these books? 

What Are the Consequences of Book Awards? 

Another complicating issue around award- 

world. For example, Sibert Award-winning auth 

d-winning books is that they may perpetuate racial 
-winning books   

Do you notice any stereotypes? 
ds to read? Why 

winning books is the work they do in the 

or Marc Aronson (2001) notes that 

many librarians don’t read books carefully before they order them if they have won     
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prominently displayed j yed in local books are sold. al bookstores and other retail establishments where 
It was our intention in th; ntion in this chapt . 

we choose to use wi pter to bring to the surface the j 

be unexpected eeuith ou students are never neutral. Whatever as ch eabrihipien 
mind) for why you ne makes having a sound rationale {even in the be jhere an 
teaching practice Pure me : particular books in your classroom an imo , na tof 
books in oyment of reading is a fi ant part o 

your clas “ ne rationale f i . 
your students t¢ ‘room. Being able to discuss why you think a book ane Particular 
ter 6 isa preat reson can circumvent Most problems that arise. T: ble 6 Poe Ch for 
. : ce to use for creating justificay - fable 0.1 in Chap- 

it delineate . ating justifications for usi : P S seven principles that explain why we use literatane Particular books as 
n classrooms, And 

KEY ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTATION 
One of the biggest stumbli b 
listen ing | locks to using good or trou i piste couandiates for vasel reading programs or leveled book ieee we sce pina iashie 8 series in schools for many years, but in the ast t “a hers development hanes na ‘ who knew what students needed in terme if readine Sheusctente. port < teaching experience she was given a basal te der, out students did oer ae stories from those books. The majority of reading hat some reading oree ‘ apsroom and school libraries, We acknowledge, hat while she sev oa 7 e helpful to novice teachers, as they w Mi i a wide range of books and activities such as sustained et ont silen reading, partner readi ing, an students 8, and other strategies to promote the love of treading in h er 

On an activist stance. As i - AS we write this book. ni 
hence ce. As is book, nine states h 

a 
, es have ena i Ofieeien 8 of racism i schools, Rachel Cohen (202 1-22) has oc nonted ake tit mee e United States who are making a diff, i their a soe ae ’ states. Here are a few of their stories: Sreneein thet cols dis 
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mith and Penny Wells invited folks to gather at a 

gregated throughout the 1940s. At the rally, they 
Education 

e In Youngstown, OH, Heather S 

local swimming pool that was se 

explored the history of segregated pools and an Ohio State Board of 

member read the board’s official resolution against racism and hate (p. 16). 

e In Rhode Island, third-grade teacher Lindsay Paiva was concerned as her legisla- 

ture discussed a bill to ban teaching so-called “divisive topics” in public schools. 

Paiva and her colleagues held a local rally at the DeWolf Tavern in Bristol, which 

formerly held enslaved people between auctions (p. 16). 

e In Kanas City, KS, high-school teacher Michael Rebne joined a study group 

focused on deepening teachers’ commitments to racial justice. His group (in coor- 

dination with student groups and the student council) is planning the first Black 

Lives Matter Week of Action at their high school (p. 18). 

e New York City, Title 1 teacher Vanessa Spiegel began organizing parents in her 

home community of Westchester to fight groups who formed to ban lessons 

about systemic racism. She is a founding member of “Teach the Truth,” which 

helps mobilize parents to support diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives in 

local schools (p. 19). 

s of possible actions teachers can take to combat the 
These are just a few example 

ote about in 
“deadening dogma” that Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas wr 

the 1950s. There is a long history of teacher activism in this country that is once again 

becoming a prominent part of the profession. 

Media Resource: Help in Teaching for Social Justice 

The Zinn Education Project has a number of ways to become involved including: 

e A Pledge to Teach the Truth (2022a). A petition signed by over 8,000 teach- 

ers, www.zinnedproject.org/news/pledge-to-teach-truth 

© Teaching for Black Lives Campaign (2022b). Supports teachers with free 

lessons for teaching about racism, distribution to school districts of the © 

book Teaching for Black Lives, teacher study groups, a podcast, online classes 

for teachers, and more. www.zinnedproject.org/ campaigns/teach-black- 

freedom-struggle/ 
| 

WORKING WITH LINGUISTICALLY AND CULTURALLY 

DIVERSE STUDENTS 

As we noted in the sections on self-censorship and new waves of state and local 

censorship, books that address important issues in kids’ lives may never get into the 

hands of students who could benefit from reading them. We worry that kids who are 

struggling with issues of racism, gender identification, violence, physical abuse, verbal 

abuse, or religious persecution may not have access to books that can provide images 

of other kids who are in similar circumstances to their own. In other words, those 

students who are most vulnerable have the least chance of reading books that could 

be helpful in dealing with difficult issues that are present in their lives.   
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Thi - i tj hone — censorship secs just affect individual students, but also the class as a teach how evs wea »00ks about LGBTQ+ issues related to the age group we the chapter the leds ce to create tolerant, caring classrooms? As we are writin a chapter nee a enate passed a bill that prohibits Florida schools from teach. tation oe nee oan through third grade about topics involving sexual orien- outa hee et y. “Last week, students at dozens of Florida schools walked vee Iegslstion’ Onan ean Several corporate leaders also spoke out so “top nen he ee , unpaged). Teacher groups also protested, but this 

susan ces not in Florida or teachers in the state who are willing to fight for social a “we Pro “ “ cxaple of how to use LGBTQ+-inclusive literature in elemen- vcs ome A , een _ this chapter, Selena E. Van Horn’s Voices from the Field ideaingenee . Wor with second-grade girls in an afterschool book club. The clusive vee s u aise all kinds of difficult questions when reading LGBTQ+-in- ee ature pooks = we learn how Selena helps these students appreciate differ- sce an eae ge heteronormative gender roles. In addition to the books that Sel gests, we list a few more LGBTQ+-inclusive picture books in Text Box 9,2 i 
  

Text Box 9.2 More LGBTQ+-Inclusive Picture Books J 

Pride Puppy (Stevenson, 202 1) 
Papa, Daddy, & Riley (Kirst, 2020) 
Rainbow: A First Book of Pride (Genhart 2019) 
Maiden & Princess (Haack & Galupo, 201 9) 
Jacob’s New Dress (Hoffman & Hoffman 2014) 
Worm Loves Worm (Austrian, 2016). . 

| Stella Brings the Family (Schiffer, 201 5). 

_ 
oon are not saying it * easy to bring books with controversial themes into your class- dents not eee ee fs °° professionals, we have a responsibility to all of our stu- sh ioe us the « nes Who lit into “safe” categories of difference. What if the student wee ates Wh fo m oms never sees anyone like himself in books, even though there eco ames of wond er ; picture and chapter books on the subject? What if we don’t others tat ie class know that there are all kinds of families, none better than ne 5 Je * difiere ne . ve want to walk the walk and not just talk the talk about diver- si then weneed e brave, work with colleagues and professional organizations, and P the orten-narrow definition of what diversity means in our classrooms ” 

  

TECHNOLOGY EXTENSIONS AND ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 
Th i i. : web ms peat arian for having your class explore issues related to challenged vba. ot e American Library Association’s Frequently Challenged Books ree pags Bs one ° = i Dest aes easily found on any search engine. It includes infor 

and challenged books; a listing of chall , 
is hal ; g of challenged books b author, by decade, or by statistics; a link to the Banned Books Week site and roe 
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classroom resources; and much more (American Library Association, 2022a). www. 

ala.org/bbooks/frequentlychallengedbooks Another very helpful American Library 

Association site is Intellectual Freedom: Issues and Resources (2022b). 

| Media Resource: Banned Books Week (Freedom to Read) 

There is a wealth of video resources that we use during Banned Book Week 

(the last week in September) and throughout the school year. Ballard (2015) 

and other librarians suggest using the patriotic theme “freedom to read” rather 

than “banned books.” We think either is fine. Here are some of our favorite 

“freedom to read” videos: 

e Banning Books in the 21st Century (2013): This entertaining four-minute 

video gives an overview of banned books and the future promise of online 

libraries. www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbBtMNTuzrY &feature=youtu.be 

© Judy Blume for the Banned Books Virtual Read-Out! (2011): This two-min- 

ute video developed for Banned Book Week features frequently censored 

author, Judy Blume, discussing the effect that book censorship has on 

children. www.youtube.com/watch? v=fuhp3 VTQQ2Q 

Whoopi Goldberg Reads Shel Silverstein—Virtual Read-Out! (2021): In this 

one-minute video, actress/comedian Whoopi Goldberg reads a poem by 

Shel Silverstein. www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCfTeat4eEs 

2016 Banned Books Week Promo Trailer—Mooresville Public Library (2016): This 

two-minute video was made by a public library in Indiana. It is an example of 

what you and your students can do for Banned Book Week. It’s a great way to 

take action on an important issue. www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGjRsNM39Ms 

In short, there are hundreds of websites that address the issue of challenged or 

banned children’s books, Those we highlighted here are just a sampling of what's 

available electronically as resources in your classroom. 

ASSESSMENT 

There are a number of ways to assess whether we are providing students with a wide 

range of literature and accepting our professional responsibility to have children read 

books that are important to their lives, even if they are controversial. The following 

questions are helpful in assessing classroom libraries and reading programs. 
4 

Text Box 9.3 Assessment 

© What is the range of books on your classroom shelves (great literature; books 

that you may not like, but those that the kids do; controversial books; books 

that are important for students gaining multiple perspectives on topics of ‘your 

curriculum)?     
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° How do you use books that contain use with st: Stereotypes? What ran . 

° Ifa arent quent them unpack problematic images of of jrrategies do you 

. 00k you are using, h thers: 
using the book 

, 
. y OW do you rovid, 

. 

* What question and if necessary, provide an alternate boo ; f i, a rationale for 
nable book(s) will you use this year? or the child to read? 

VOICES FROM THE FIELD 

Sharing LGBTQ+ Li . 
for Equity * Uterature with Young Readers: Critical Engagement 

By Selena E. Van Horn 

As an assistant professor of i 
ee eee of literacy education, I regularly share. i et muha queer (LGBTQ+) children’s Reais and nee ae ae I hear comments like ‘T’ve never seen b sale hg of the eee ‘ i ; ‘What will parents say?” | remember ate a cine Be €n 1 was a second-grade teacher. Many youn ae can meemaneane ere about race and religion. They also’ Fae Udren’s clothing and toys. But why me ent ics of diverse. 

a political act and that iain as teachers, what we ch : 

psu e he as Important as what we ial is ha ae cup classfoom | oruners re, 
inl eer a Pao ways for teachers to begin sharin LGBTQ+ i irra ata i e brilliance of young’ children When i Qt liter- 

young 'readire ae of second-grade readers who identified as orl Ter . 
what questions they fod ha ate children’s literature eal weed thet anne € and what connectio aracters and topics of the texts, The book ee eetee make with 

ice a week for six month s. Together, the read, to the literat ; the readers and I chose books to ure through discussions, reader response See a ioe 
» painti 8s, and  
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other forms of art. Although we only met for book club a-couple of times each 

week; we spent almost every day after school together. We formed a strong bond. 

Reading, responding, and taking actions for equity and social justice is collabora- 

tive and often emotional work. It is not something we can try out for one day and 

then move on with our lives. It is a practice, just like our relationships, that can 

move slowly and build with time. 

When the readers in the book club first read about characters with two moms 

or two dads they had mixed reactions. A couple of them giggled out of discom- 

fort, while one of the readers drew on her schema about. same gender relation- 

ships in her life and assumed the parents were just best friends. When reading 

Who's in a Family (Skutch, 1995) a text with diverse family structures, they had 

questions about “real” moms and “stepmoms,” believing that there could only be 

one “real” mom. Several of the readers experienced cognitive dissonance as the 

new information seemed to challenge what they knew about parents. A couple 

of the readers drew on their connections to media (e.g., recalling TV shows with 

two moms/dads), recalled personal relationships they had not considered before 

(e.g., one of their classmates had two dads) and continually revised their thinking 

throughout their reading and reflections. aot 

When the concept of two “real” moms was understood and accepted by many 

of them, they questioned how two women could have a baby. Many teachers and 

parents feel least prepared to answer questions like this. I found that by asking for 

clarification and waiting for students to engage in the conversation, I could begin 

to understand what the students were really questioning. Adults often make 

assumptions about what children are asking. In the book club, the readers were 

not concerned with a biology lesson; they wanted an example to draw on. When 

reading And Tango Makes Three (Richardson & Parnell, 2005), a highly contested 

yet accessible text, we learned how two male penguins chose each other like the 

male and female mates do. They adopted an egg via their zookeeper and became 

dads to baby penguin, Tango. The readers understood and accepted adoption, ask- 

ing no further questions. Children want answers to the questions they have in the 

moment, Teachers can follow their lead, answering their questions as they arise, 

researching the questions they do not feel prepared to answer in the moment, 

and reading in preparation for the next questions. 

Gender identities and expressions are two topics that can be confused as the 

same concept. Cisgender denotes that a person’s gender corresponds to their 

assigned sex at birth (i.e, woman/female and man/male). Gender identity refers 

to the gender (cisgender woman/man, girl/boy, trans woman/trans man, etc.) with 

which a person identifies, regardless of their assumed sex and/or sex assigned at 

birth (i.e, female/male) or outward appearance. It is important to use the terms 

cisgender, transgender, nonbinary, and so on to clarify that individuals can have 

many different gender identities and ensure that we do not “other” transgender 

and nonbinary identities and normalize cisgender identities. Gender expression 

refers to the ways a person chooses to dress, wear their hair/makeup, and so on. 

The readers and I discussed these topics when reading about transgender and 

gender creative youth. The readers easily connected with the characters in My     
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Pri i i Aes fee ere aa story of a little boy who loves to wear dresses point of view. In th i is mother receive negative reactions from Bile aac eae The readers in the book club were staunch defenders of an individual's right 

d fi 
. . ée a ee: ae skirts/dresses, ballet dancing, and taking care ' onaiy, we read Oliver Button Is a Sissy (d 197 ; sy (dePaola;, 1979 os ote who wants to be a star performer, and Roland Humphrey Is Wane 

i fe ean, 2012) a story written in verse about classmates bal ty a actin perraies in his hair and colors and prints that do not and Ella's color rules for boys.” With each re e rea 
| ! ead, the reade ~ ae ey as aa of acceptance and bullying displayed by characters inthe Boke nes ng a e readers understood a double standard of masculinity; boys w 2 i ae my to be bullied for dressing and acting feminine oe ihe ; 1s we i ret ice for dressing or acting masculine or in defiance of femivinity. ° ea f readers were not new to the concept of defying gender norms ith ve e ee they began to understand gender identity and expression be < complex than outward appearances, They were introduced to tran rae c ea 10,000 Dresses (Ewert, 2008) and When Kayla was K: le ant, 2013). In 10,000 Dresses, Bailey’ ily refus r h 

3). In 10,00 , y’s family refuses to see her f - snes a like Bais? ee a boy... and that’s that!” Bailey ae very night and eventually she i 
A ind ¢ y she meets a friend who says, “You’ e - eased : a met, potas: Mien first reading about eahegeitles tras 7 ere contused. They first thought th ori t 
i 7 g at the stories were na ve be to on oe clothing and were bullied, By engaging a . ut gender identities and expressi 
eee ees Pressions, some of the readers came to e girl she is, even though her famil ace amily was not ready to accept her. greed or referred to Bailey with sh facilitator, I challenged Ay reat ee 

7 ged the young readers to think critically about identi question the taken-for-granted assumpti tetera ae 
n Ptions we often have about people pg naming, and brainstorming resistance to these injustices — to the aes aie outside of book club sessions. They often brought stories from ues i. ‘ ene asking es ways to challenge gender norms and broaden + people and books in their cl 

rie se ir classrooms, The readers and | p, reader-to-reader, on trust, accept 
topics that some might consider co VERA niireeeiral ee eines 

i ntroversial, but in a safe and:s . i environment, we were able to ask questions i Seno , make mistakes, and grow togeth ae ane about LGBTQ+ topics, there are still a pad silenced. For example, when learning ab 
| 7 g§ about two mom iit ma Apleee covered, although bisexual topics are rately if -+he J stands for transgender, but ther 

one could have. There are variatio mAs 
ne 7 ns to the acronym including the plus sj signify the many identities that are included but not listed. The Su aC sist  
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decision in Obergefell v. Hodges (2015) legalized eee aes por a : 
ec LGBTQ+ people are still not protected legally om losing ne Bee 

Dea Price the need to bring in diverse texts even more ee iene 

hildren in our classrooms who identify currently or Rees sae 

Beam as LGBTQ+. There are students in our classrooms wit glove ee 

i +. We “9 d community members entify. . . TO+. We have colleagues an y 

Seer oa a book with diverse characters and engaging eee 

Saad dialogue we have the power to bring more love, honor, ce t me / Eng 

and acceptance into our schools and communities. 
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